Application Modifications and Enhancements

**HiCAMS and DOH Vendor Versions 8.2.4 were released Thursday, March 29, 2012.**

**OVERVIEW OF THE RELEASE**

- Corrected the *Concrete Pavement FIR* bug so that newly inserted rows will contain materials.
- Corrected the list of *Firms* displayed in the Review Subcontracts *Contractor Selection* window to include only Prequalified Bidders and Subcontractors.
- Added the *Contractor* field from Staff table to the *Technician Certification Query* in DOH Vendor.

**Application Modifications and Enhancements - HiCAMS**

**CONTRACT MAINTENANCE - Review Subcontracts**

- Corrected the list of *Firms* displayed in the Review Subcontracts *Contractor Selection* window to include only Prequalified Bidders and Subcontractors.

**CONTRACT MAINTENANCE - Authorize Contracts**

- Removed the additional day being added to the Calendar Days calculation when *Execution Date* was selected as the Type of Availability Date. This completes the updates to make this selection functional.
- Removed the edit that required the Contract Completion Date to be greater than today's date. This had posed a problem on the Authorization of some short duration contracts.

**CONTRACT TRACKING - Review Material Receipts**

- ALTERNATE ID: Modified the functioning of the Alternate ID association to Samples or FIRS so that when large numbers of Alternate IDs are Saved at one time, blocking of other users no longer occurs.

**FIELD INSPECTION REPORTS (FIR) - Review Concrete Pavement**

- Corrected the *Concrete Pavement FIR* bug so that newly inserted rows will contain materials.

**PROJECT CERTIFICATION - Review Asphalt Pre-Certification**

- Updated the Theoretical Non-Compliance Amount calculation to match the one used in Material Precert.

**PROJECT CERTIFICATION - Review Material Pre-Certification**

- Modified the functionality to update the Theoretical and Actual Noncompliance amounts in the database on every save.

**PROJECT CERTIFICATION - Review Soils Pre-Certification**

- Updated the Theoretical Non-Compliance Amount calculation to match the one used in Material Precert.

**ADMIN - Security**

- STAFF PROPERTIES: Updated the design of the *Contractor* field so that user is able to delete data by putting focus in the field and hit delete

**Application Modifications and Enhancements - DOH Vendor**

**QUERY TOOLS**
• TECHNICIAN: Added the Contractor field from Staff table to the Technician Certification Query in DOH Vendor.

ADMIN - Security

• STAFF PROPERTIES: Updated the design of the Contractor field so that user is able to delete data by putting focus in the field and hit delete
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